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FACT SHEET: Talking to
someone about your
suicidal feelings

Telling someone that you are thinking of suicide or that you have
been suicidal is a very important step towards getting help. It can
also be a step towards acknowledging that the help you have had
before, isn’t as helpful as you had hoped. It takes a lot of courage
to share your thoughts about dying with another person. Often
people do not share their thoughts because they are worried
about how other people will react. 

Unfortunately, sometimes people may not react in a supportive
way, however, don’t let this to stop you from connecting with
friends, family or professionals that are supportive, respectful and
caring. Think about who you want to support you through this. You
can also talk with support lines, like the Suicide Call Back Service or
LifeLine, to explore who in your life you would like to talk about
your feelings with most. This is an important acknowledgement of
the difficulties of sharing such deeply personal experiences, but
also the importance of finding supports and systems that care
about you. 

The suggestions below are just that: suggestions. Start with
whichever option is most comfortable for you right now.

Friends and family
If you have supportive friends and family, opening up to them can
be a good place to start, although you may also feel conflicted
about whether they could help or support you. Sometimes talking
with people, we care about (and who care about us) is easier when
we talk while doing an activity. Think about whether going for a
walk, cooking dinner or completing another task will help you to
share your feelings.  It can be a huge relief to share your suicidal
thoughts with the people closest to you, since you no longer have
to hide your emotions. You can look beyond your immediate family
and friends too – think about anyone in your personal life you can
talk to, such as teachers, coaches, community and/or religious
leaders.

Professionals
If you feel as though you are in crisis or you can’t stay safe, call 000.
Alternatively, call the Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467and
they may assist you to deescalate, remind you of your Safety Plan
and offer support. 

There are many professionals who can help you, even if you also
have family and friends who you can talk to. This includes doctors,
therapists, or peer supporters. If you already see a doctor, that can
be a great place to start—and they can help you find a therapist or
any other specialists assisting you to move past these difficulties. If
you are in school, a school or college counsellor can help you. 

There are also peer support options, such as SP Peer Care Connect
1800 77 7337. It is a non-crisis line where you can talk about feeling
suicidal with someone who has also had those feelings, allowing
you to express how you feel and to be compassionately heard.

Support groups
Support groups are made up of people who have experienced
similar things. They meet both in person and online. Support
groups can provide you a safe space where you and others in the
group can talk about daily lives, struggles, and strategies that
people have used to cope and thrive. It can be nice to feel like you
belong to a community, and to hear about how other people have
experienced the same things you have.

Having a conversation about suicide can be difficult, intense, and
uncomfortable—but it is a courageous step towards recovery.
Many people who struggle with their mental health have
experienced suicidal thoughts, and you are not alone. Often the
first step towards recovery is having a hard conversation with the
right person.


